THE METADATA OF THE
HJC REQUESTS
While the rest of us were looking at the content
of the letters the House Judiciary Committee was
sending out to witnesses yesterday, @zedster was
looking at the metadata. The requests have dates
and times reflecting three different production
days: towards end of the work day on March 1
(Friday), a slew starting just after 3PM on
March 3 (Sunday), with some individualized
documents between then and Sunday evening, with
a ton of work being done until 1:30 AM March 4
(Monday morning), and four more trickling in
after that.
I think the production dates likely reflect a
number of different factors.
First, the letters are boilerplate, which may
explain why most of those were done first. Three
things might explain a delay on any of those
letters: either a late decision to include them
in the request, delayed approval by SDNY or
Mueller for the request, or some difficulty
finding the proper addressee for the letter
(usually, but not always, the person’s counsel
of record). Not all of these addresses are
correct: as one example, Erik Prince reportedly
has gotten a new lawyer since Victoria Toensing
first represented him, but has refused to tell
reporters who represents him now; his letter is
addressed to Toensing.
One other possible explanation for late dates on
the letters is that the decision to call them
came out of Michael Cohen’s testimony last week
(and some of those witnesses would have had to
have been approved by SDNY as well). As an
example, the last document in this set is the
one to Viktor Vekelsberg, which clearly relates
to Michael Cohen (though interest in him may
have come out of Cohen’s HPSCI testimony).
The other two late letters are Cambridge
Analytica and Donald Trump Revocable Trust. Both

appear to be revisions — a third revision for
the former and a second for the latter.
That said, the letters completed after March 1
are interesting: Aside from some institutional
letters (like FBI and GSA), they appear to be
likely subjects of ongoing investigative
interest, whether because of the investigation
into Trump’s inauguration, Roger Stone’s
prosecution, Maria Butina’s cooperation, ongoing
sensitivities relating to Paul Manafort, or the
National Enquirer.
Some of these topics happen to be the last
topics listed on the Schedule As (I got this
from Jared Kushner’s Schedule A which is one of
if not the most extensive), including WikiLeaks,
Manafort’s sharing of polling data (with the
Ukrainian oligarchs, but no Oleg Deripaska),
Michael Cohen’s Russian-related graft, and
Transition graft, including with the Gulf
States. There’s no separate category of
documents tied to the NRA.
The Schedule As were based off boilerplate and
tailored very loosely based on the recipient;
this may have been an area where prosecutors
weighed in. These later approvals include a slew
of Cambridge Analytica people (remember, Sam
Patten, who had ties to the organization, was
not included in this request at all). Alexander
Nix’s Schedule A is a revision. So is Trump
Organization lawyer Alan Garten’s. Some of the
people central to any obstruction inquiry — Don
McGahn, Jeff Sessions, former McGahn Chief of
Staff Annie Donaldson, and Jay Sekulow — were
among the last Schedule As printed out.
All of this is just reading tea leaves.
But it does seem to reflect some ongoing
sensitivities (the Gulf States, Cambridge
Analytica, and obstruction) that got approved
last, with some areas (Oleg Deripaska) being
significantly excluded.
As I disclosed last July, I provided
information to the FBI on issues related to the
Mueller investigation, so I’m going to include

disclosure statements on Mueller investigation
posts from here on out. I will include the
disclosure whether or not the stuff I shared
with the FBI pertains to the subject of the
post.

